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Merriam Press World War 2 In Review Series. First Edition 2017. 39 articles on the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, including: Road to Pearl Harbor; Kuhn spy family;
Japan's Pearl Harbor Spy Takeo Yoshikawa; Japanese Battle Orders; Japan's Envoys Unaware
of Attack; War Warnings: Deliberately Confused Messages; USS Ward's Attack on Japanese
Midget Sub; Mystery of Midget D Japanese Sub Crew Never Found; Attack on Pearl Harbor;
Chronology of the Pearl Harbor Attack; Ships Present at Pearl Harbor; St. Louis at Pearl
Harbor; Pearl Harbor Heroes George Welsh and Ken Taylor; 19 eyewitness accounts including
Flying into the Hell of Pearl Harbor; Lists Military and Civilian Deaths at Pearl Harbor;
USS Arizona Casualties and Survivors; Churchill: "Roosevelt Did Know"; The Second
Japanese Attack; Mitsuo Fuchida; USS Arizona Memorial; Advancement of Rear Admiral Kimmel
and Major General Short; Bibliography. 132 B&W/color photos/illustrations.
There are a few dates in American history (even world history) that everyone immediately
references when considering dates that turned the tide of history forever. December 7,
1941, is one of those days. Better known as simply Pearl Harbor, the day that the
Japanese attacked the US naval base at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii is the day that decided
America's involvement in World War II. Purchase your copy today to learn about the events
that led up to, and followed, that fateful December morning. Here's a Preview of What You
Will Learn * The rise of Japan * American-Japanese relations * The Japanese plan of
attack * The attack * Heroes of Pearl Harbor
The people and events of the Pacific war, including the historic carrier-based naval
battles, the savage "island hopping" campaign, the home front, and the two atomic bombs
dropped on Japan.
Japan and the United States became close political allies so quickly after the end of
World War II, that it seemed as though the two countries had easily forgotten the war
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they had fought. Here Yoshikuni Igarashi offers a provocative look at how Japanese
postwar society struggled to understand its war loss and the resulting national trauma,
even as forces within the society sought to suppress these memories. Igarashi argues that
Japan's nationhood survived the war's destruction in part through a popular culture that
expressed memories of loss and devastation more readily than political discourse ever
could. He shows how the desire to represent the past motivated Japan's cultural
productions in the first twenty-five years of the postwar period. Japanese war
experiences were often described through narrative devices that downplayed the war's
disruptive effects on Japan's history. Rather than treat these narratives as obstacles to
historical inquiry, Igarashi reads them along with counter-narratives that attempted to
register the original impact of the war. He traces the tensions between remembering and
forgetting by focusing on the body as the central site for Japan's production of the
past. This approach leads to fascinating discussions of such diverse topics as the use of
the atomic bomb, hygiene policies under the U.S. occupation, the monstrous body of
Godzilla, the first Western professional wrestling matches in Japan, the transformation
of Tokyo and the athletic body for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, and the writer Yukio
Mishima's dramatic suicide, while providing a fresh critical perspective on the war
legacy of Japan.
Hitler's American Gamble
Remember Pearl Harbor
A World War II Book for New Readers
The History of Pearl Harbor
World War II Famous Battles
The American Experience in World War II: The atomic bomb in history and memory
"Examines World War II in the Pacific, including the causes of the war between Japan and the
United States, the important battles and leaders, life for soldiers and life on the homefront,
and how the war ended"--Provided by publisher.
“A valuable reexamination” (Booklist, starred review) of the event that changed twentiethcentury America—Pearl Harbor—based on years of research and new information uncovered by a New
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York Times bestselling author. The America we live in today was born, not on July 4, 1776, but
on December 7, 1941, when an armada of 354 Japanese warplanes supported by aircraft carriers,
destroyers, and midget submarines suddenly and savagely attacked the United States, killing
2,403 men—and forced America’s entry into World War II. Pearl Harbor: From Infamy to Greatness
follows the sailors, soldiers, pilots, diplomats, admirals, generals, emperor, and president as
they engineer, fight, and react to this stunningly dramatic moment in world history. Beginning
in 1914, bestselling author Craig Nelson maps the road to war, when Franklin D. Roosevelt, then
the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, attended the laying of the keel of the USS Arizona at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. Writing with vivid intimacy, Nelson traces Japan’s leaders as they lurch
into ultranationalist fascism, which culminates in their scheme to terrify America with one of
the boldest attacks ever waged. Within seconds, the country would never be the same. Backed by a
research team’s five years of work, as well as Nelson’s thorough re-examination of the original
evidence assembled by federal investigators, this page-turning and definitive work “weaves
archival research, interviews, and personal experiences from both sides into a blow-by-blow
narrative of destruction liberally sprinkled with individual heroism, bizarre escapes, and
equally bizarre tragedies” (Kirkus Reviews). Nelson delivers all the terror, chaos, violence,
tragedy, and heroism of the attack in stunning detail, and offers surprising conclusions about
the tragedy’s unforeseen and resonant consequences that linger even today.
In comic book format, describes the Japanese surprise attack, including Japanese worries about a
U.S. strike from Pearl Harbor, the sinking of the West Virginia, and the American entry into
World War II that followed.
Examines events and Japanese naval code transmissions preceding the attack on Pearl Harbor to
raise new questions concerning Winston Churchill's advance knowledge of the attack
The Truth About FDR and Pearl Harbor
Bodies of Memory
The World War II Book
Attack on Pearl Harbor
I Survived the Bombing of Pearl Harbor, 1941 (I Survived #4)
The Roosevelt Foreign Policy 1933-1941
Discover the key battles, tactics, technologies, and turning points of the Second World War - the epic conflict that shaped the modern
world. Combining authoritative, exciting text and bold explanatory graphics, The World War II Book explores the causes, key events,
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and lasting consequences of the Second World War. Using the original, graphic-led approach of the series, entries profile more than 90
of the key ideas and events during and surrounding the conflict - from the rise of Hitler and Fascism in the 1930s to Pearl Harbor, the DDay landings, and the bombing of Hiroshima to the founding of the State of Israel in 1948. Offering a uniquely compelling, accessible,
and immediate history of the war, The World War II Book shows how key battles, political and economic forces, individual leaders, and
technological advances influenced the course of the conflict.
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese military launched a surprise attack against the Pearl Harbor naval base in Oahu, Hawaii. The next
day, President Roosevelt declared war and America entered into World War 2. Go on a suspenseful journey with this colorfully
illustrated story about World War 2 for kids. It takes you through all the events that led up to the attack on Pearl Harbor, the attack
itself, and the impact it had on the future of the war.
Using previously unreleased documents, the author reveals new evidence that FDR knew the attack on Pearl Harbor was coming and
did nothing to prevent it.
Describes the Japanese surprise attack on the United States naval base at Pearl Harbor, which resulted in the deaths of more than
2,000 American officers and servicemen and an immediate declaration of war on Japan.
The U.S. Enters World War II
From Versailles To Pearl Harbor
Pearl Harbor
World War II in the Pacific
World War 2 Japan
A Day of Infamy
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The story of Japanese involvement in WWII is one that includes a number of amazing events between 1939
and 1945. The Japanese went from fighting against just the Chinese to attempting to practically take on the
entire world at the one time. Inside you will learn about... ✓ The Attack on Pearl Harbor ✓ The Pacific War
Begins ✓ The Completion of the War Plan. ✓ Attacking Australia and Further Expansion ✓ Battle of the Coral
Sea ✓ The Battle for the Solomon Islands ✓ The Bomb ✓ The Japanese Surrender And much more! This is a
story of rapid expansion, an attempt at consolidation, and ultimately, retreat and massacre. It is a story of
honor, of Allied unity, and eventual surrender. The role of Japan in the Pacific War is a part of WWII that
cannot be forgotten.
DID PRESIDENT FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT HAVE ADVANCED NOTICE OF THE JAPANESE ATTACK ON PEARL
HARBOR? At roughly 8 am, America was thrust into World War 2. The Japanese Imperial Navy launched a
massive surprise air attack on the US Pacific Fleet moored in Pearl Harbor and attacked other US military
installations on the island. 353 Japanese aircraft carrier attack planes secretly launched from six Japanese
carriers and swarmed the island, causing massive destruction and casualties. The aircraft attacked in two
waves: both included dive bombers, torpedo bombers, and fighter escorts. The attack also involved several
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Japanese mini-submarines. Their mission was to enter Pearl Harbor and launch their torpedoes into the US
Navy ships. The Japanese attack sank five battleships and damaged three others. They also sank a training
ship and three destroyers. A heavy cruiser, three light cruisers, two seaplane tenders, two repair ships, two
destroyers, and a destroyer tender were damaged. Fortunately, the Japanese primary targets, the US aircraft
carriers, were at sea during the attack and not damaged. The islands Marine Corps, Navy, and Army
installations suffered various levels of damage. The Japanese destroyed 188 US military aircraft across the
island. US casualties quickly mounted. Those killed included or missing; US Navy 2,008, US Marine Corps 109,
US Army 218, civilians 68. Those wounded included; US Navy 710, US Marine Corps 69, US Army 364, and
civilians 35. The Japanese lost less than 100 men and 29 aircraft. Since the attack on Pearl Harbor, historians
have pondered two profound questions, "Did President Franklin D. Roosevelt have advanced knowledge of
the attack?" Records indicate he strongly suspected or knew; the United States would ultimately enter the
war against Nazi Germany, Italy, and perhaps Japan. A few years earlier, Germany and Italy became allies as
their military's marched across Europe and North Africa. During the same period, Japan's military invaded
China. Roosevelt certainly understood the dire conditions in Europe, China and North Africa, but "Did he allow
the attack on Pearl Harbor, thereby giving the US a reason to enter the war against Japan?" Those are the
fundamental questions with profound consequences. This book contains all the Japanese top-secret ciphers
relating to the Pearl Harbor attack. They were used by congress to investigate the attack immediately after
WW2. The decoded messages have not been edited.
Learn about the rise of Adolf Hitler, Pearl Harbour and the D-Day Landings in The WWII Book. Part of the
fascinating Big Ideas series, this book tackles tricky topics and themes in a simple and easy to follow format.
Learn about World War 2 in this overview guide to the subject, brilliant for beginners looking to learn and war
experts wishing to refresh their knowledge alike! The WWII Book brings a fresh and vibrant take on the topic
through eye-catching graphics and diagrams to immerse yourself in. This captivating book will broaden your
understanding of World War 2, with: - More than 100 ground-breaking ideas on the Second World War Packed with facts, charts, timelines and graphs to help explain core concepts - A visual approach to big
subjects with striking illustrations and graphics throughout - Easy to follow text makes topics accessible for
people at any level of understanding The World War II Book is the perfect introduction to the biggest war in
history, aimed at adults with an interest in the subject, and politics and history students wanting to gain
more of an overview. Here you'll discover more than 90 of the key ideas and events during and surrounding
the conflict, through exciting text and bold graphics. If you've ever wanted to know the crucial events of
World War 2 and the people behind them, this is the perfect book for you. Your World War 2 Questions,
Simply Explained Discover the key battles, tactics, technologies and turning points of the Second World War the epic conflict that shaped the modern world. If you thought it was difficult to learn about the many events
and key figures of World War 2, The WWII Book presents vital information in a clear layout. From Fascism in
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the 1930s to Pearl Harbour, Hitler and Nazi Germany to the bombing of Hiroshima - superb mind maps and
step-by-step summaries will teach you all the main concepts. The Big Ideas Series With millions of copies sold
worldwide, The WWII Book is part of the award-winning Big Ideas series from DK. The series uses striking
graphics along with engaging writing, making big topics easy to understand.
From Pearl Harbor to Nagasaki
The Origins of the Second World War in Europe and Asia
Big Ideas Simply Explained
A Novel of Pearl Harbor
Pearl Harbor Christmas
Bound by War
70 years later, the bombing of Pearl Harbor comes to life for a new generation of readers!History's most terrifying moments are brought vividly to life
in the action-packed fictional I SURVIVED series! Do you have what it takes to survive ... the bombing of Pearl Harbor?Eleven-year-old Danny Crane
is alone on his favorite beach in Hawaii when the world is torn apart and World War II officially hits the United States. Does he have what it takes to
find his way home in the midst of the bombs, the smoke, and the destruction of the day that will live in infamy?
"A Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter chronicles the 12 days leading up to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, examining the miscommunications,
clues, missteps and racist assumptions that may have been behind America's failure to safeguard against the tragedy,"--NoveList.
Charles Callan Tansill, America's diplomatic historian, convincingly argues that Franklin Roosevelt wished to involve the United States in World War
II. When his efforts appeared to come to naught, Roosevelt provoked Japan into an attack on American territory, and so doing enter the war through
the "back door".
Hawaii, 7th December 1941, shortly before 8 in the morning: Japanese torpedo bombers launch a surprise attack on the US Pacific fleet anchored in
Pearl Harbor. The devastating attack claims the lives of over 2,400 American soldiers, sinks or damages 18 ships and destroys nearly 350 aircraft. The
US Congress declares war on Japan the following day. In this vivid and lively book, Takuma Melber breathes new life into the dramatic events that
unfolded before, during and after Pearl Harbor by putting the perspective of the Japanese attackers at the centre of his account. This is the dimension
commonly missing in most other histories of Pearl Harbor, and it gives Melber the opportunity to provide a fuller, more definitive and authoritative
account of the battle, its background and its consequences. Melber sheds new light on the long negotiations that went on between the Japanese and
Americans in 1941, and the confusion and argument among the Japanese political and military elite. He shows how US intelligence and military
leaders in Washington failed to interpret correctly the information they had and to draw the necessary conclusions about the Japanese war intentions in
advance of the attack. His account of the battle itself is informed by the latest research and benefits from including the planning and post-raid
assessment by the Japanese commanders. His account also covers the second raid in March 1942 by two long-range seaplanes which was intended to
destroy the shipyards so that ships damaged in the initial attack could not be repaired. This balanced and thoroughly researched book deepens our
understanding of the battle that precipitated America’s entry into the war and it will appeal to anyone interested in World War II and military history.
Pearl Harbor Encyclopedia - Part 1: December 7, 1941 - Day of Infamy, Japan Plans, Detailed Attack Information, Controversies, FDR and World
War II, USS Arizona Memorial, Real-Life Oral Histories
Pearl Harbor Encyclopedia - Part 2: December 7, 1941 - Day of Infamy, Japan Plans, Detailed Attack Information, Controversies, FDR and World
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War II, USS Arizona Memorial, Real-Life Oral Histories
United States Army in World War 2, Special Studies, Chronology, 1941-1945 (Hardcover)
Pearl Harbor and Germany's March to Global War
How the United States and the Philippines Built America's First Pacific Century
World War II Pearl Harbor
A sweeping history of America's long and fateful military relationship with the Philippines amid a century of Pacific warfare Ever
since US troops occupied the Philippines in 1898, generations of Filipinos have served in and alongside the US armed forces. In
Bound by War, historian Christopher Capozzola reveals this forgotten history, showing how war and military service forged an
enduring, yet fraught, alliance between Americans and Filipinos. As the US military expanded in Asia, American forces confronted
their Pacific rivals from Philippine bases. And from the colonial-era Philippine Scouts to post-9/11 contractors in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Filipinos were crucial partners in the exercise of US power. Their service reshaped Philippine society and politics and
brought thousands of Filipinos to America. Telling the epic story of a century of conflict and migration, Bound by War is a fresh,
definitive portrait of this uneven partnership and the two nations it transformed.
A riveting account of the five most crucial days in twentieth-century diplomatic history: from Pearl Harbor to Hitler’s declaration of
war on the United States By early December 1941, war had changed much of the world beyond recognition. Nazi Germany occupied
most of the European continent, while in Asia, the Second Sino-Japanese War had turned China into a battleground. But these
conflicts were not yet inextricably linked—and the United States remained at peace. Hitler’s American Gamble recounts the five
days that upended everything: December 7 to 11. Tracing developments in real time and backed by deep archival research,
historians Brendan Simms and Charlie Laderman show how Hitler’s intervention was not the inexplicable decision of a man so
bloodthirsty that he forgot all strategy, but a calculated risk that can only be understood in a truly global context. This book reveals
how December 11, not Pearl Harbor, was the real watershed that created a world war and transformed international history.
World War II Pearl Harbor President Franklin D. Roosevelt described December 7, 1941, the date when the Japanese launched a
surprise attack against the United States while the two countries were still officially at peace, as a day that would live in infamy. The
action hurled the United States into the global conflict of World War II, a violent conflagration that the nation, fiercely isolationist,
had intended to ignore. But the rising tide of militarism across the globe meant that American neutrality could not last. War was
contagious, and sooner or later, no matter how a nation tried to quarantine itself, the infection would find it. To the people of the
United States, the attack came as a complete surprise. Perhaps Americans should have expected it. Tensions between the U.S. and
Japan had been steadily increasing throughout the year, and American sanctions against Japan were hindering the efforts of the
Japanese to become the dominant power in the Pacific. Inside you will read about... - America Opens the Door to Japan - Pearl
Harbor, Home of the Shark Goddess - Air Raid Pearl Harbor, This Is No Drill - The Commanders - The Story of a Survivor And much
more! Ironically, a mock naval exercise the decade before the Pearl Harbor attack had foreshadowed the penalty of ignoring the
base's vulnerability, but the naval higher-ups refused to believe it, setting the stage for the real attack in 1941. The commander of
Pearl Harbor, Admiral Kimmel, was convinced that the attack would be made against Wake Island. But Japanese Admiral
Yamamoto's shrewd planning was as devastating as he intended it to be, as America's Pacific base lay in ruins-over 2,403 dead,
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1,178 wounded, and the fleet devastated. Yet, the day after the attack, while Japan rejoiced, Yamamoto was despondent. Japan, he
knew, could not win a long, drawn-out war. The Americans would be out for revenge.
Over 75 years after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor that launched America's entry into the Second World War, one persistent
question remains unanswered: "Did President Franklin D. Roosevelt have foreknowledge of the attack---and did he (and his senior
military leadership) then withhold that knowledge from his overseas commanders in Hawaii?" Douglas P. Horne, a former Naval
Officer who recently completed 40 years of combined military-and-civilian service to the Federal Government, deals directly with
this most difficult of all questions about World War II, in the first major "Revisionist" work about Pearl Harbor written in the last
decade. Contrary to recent assertions by mainstream historians that the Revisionist hypothesis is now dead, Horne finds it to be
more robust than ever. In the first known work that studies FDR's foreign policy "on the road to Pearl Harbor" as a timeline, or
chronology (which assesses numerous factors---including codebreaking, diplomacy, military strategy, the unfolding events in
Europe, and the personality and words of FDR himself), the author compellingly presents his own unique findings regarding the
longstanding allegation by Revisionists that FDR used the impending Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor as a "back door to war."
Horne concludes there is, indeed, persuasive evidence that once FDR's undeclared naval war against Hitler in the north Atlantic
failed to provide the desired casus belli (which would have allowed him to request a declaration of war against Nazi Germany), then
consequently, permitting the Imperial Japanese Navy to attack Pearl Harbor---without providing any specific advance warning to
the Hawaiian field commanders (i.e., allowing the Japanese to "fire the first shot" and commit "an overt act of war")---became the
last, best chance for FDR to get a united America into the Second World War. FDR's overriding goal throughout 1940-41 was the
imperative to get America involved, as a belligerent, in the war against Hitler's Germany, and the Japanese attack accomplished
that goal, as Roosevelt knew it would. Both the timing of when FDR apparently received his foreknowledge of the impending attack,
and the mechanism by which it was likely delivered, are thoroughly considered in this work. Author Douglas Horne also provides a
critical assessment of the most recent Revisionist works, and using a new approach to the "big question" about Pearl Harbor,
provides a bold new interpretation of events that will surprise most readers.
A Chronology of Significant Events Detailing President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Successful Effort to Bring a United America Into the
War Against Germany During the Second World War
Back Door to War
Japan's Attack and America's Entry into World War II
World War II Journal 2: Pearl Harbor
To Wake the Giant
The Twelve Days to the Attack

Discover the fascinating stories and tragic history of Pearl Harbor - America's Day of
Infamy, December 7th, 1941. Presented in paperback in two parts because of its massive
content, with twenty-five chapters and thousands of pages of text and photographs, this
unique and comprehensive compilation of official information provides a stunning, richly
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detailed overview of all aspects of this incredible event.There are extensive oral
histories from the survivors, explanations of the Japanese preparations for the sneak
attack, thoughtful discussions of the controversies about what the Roosevelt
Administration knew about the attack, a complete list of the heroes who gave their lives,
thorough coverage of the history of the USS Arizona memorial, and full details of Navy,
Marine, and Coast Guard involvement. Reports from the commanding officers of every ship
at Pearl Harbor are included as well.Contents:PAPERBACK BOOK PART 1Section 1: Overview of
the Pearl Harbor Attack, 7 December 1941 * Section 2: Narratives of Commanding Officers *
Section 3: Pearl Harbor Additional Action Reports, 7 Dec 1941 * Section 4: The Attack on
Pearl Harbor, 7 December 1941: A Study of Defending America * Section 5: Excerpt from
Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal: History of U.S. Marine Corps Operations in World War II Volume I * Section 6: Joint Committee on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack,
Notable Senate Investigations, U.S. Senate Historical Office, Washington, D.C. * Section
7: Joint Address to Congress Leading to a Declaration of War Against Japan (1941) *
Section 8: USS Arizona Memorial Historic Resource Study (Unique Analysis of Pearl Harbor
Attack) * Section 9: Infamous Day - Marines at Pearl Harbor * Section 10: Coast Guard
Units in Hawaii * Section 11: FDR and Pearl Harbor * Section 12: Pearl Harbor Revisited:
United States Navy Communications Intelligence 1924-1941 * Section 13: What Every
Cryptologist Should Know about Pearl HarborPAPERBACK BOOK PART 2Section 14: Pearl Harbor
Raid, 7 December 1941 - Overview * Section 15: Remembering Pearl Harbor * Section 16: USS
Arizona (BB-39) Memorial at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii * Section 16B - Complete List of the
Heroes: Casualties of Pearl Harbor * Section 17: USS Arizona Memorial * Section 18: The
USS Arizona Memorial Visitor Center - An Administrative and Legislative History * Section
19: USS Arizona (BB-39) Wreck National Historic Landmark Study * Section 20: USS Arizona
Memorial Submerged Cultural Resources Study, USS Arizona and Pearl Harbor National
Historic Landmark * Section 21: The U.S. Navy in Hawaii, 1826-1945, An Administrative
History * Section 22: National Park Service World War II Valor in the Pacific National
Monument * Section 23: Salvage Diary Excerpt * Section 24: U.S. Navy Abbreviations of
World War II and U.S. Navy Code Words of World War II
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"Japanese American Incarceration argues that the incarceration of Japanese Americans
created a massive system of prison labor that blurred the lines between free and forced
work during World War II"-This is a fascinating new account of how diplomacy and politics gave way to military
strategy and warfare in the Pacific. Presenting previously unpublished photographs,
interviews with veterans, newly commissioned maps and new translations of Japanese
sources, this book freshly examines the key events in the fight for the Pacific.
Detailing the background to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor it shows how the decisionmakers in Washington, following consultation with the leaders of Britain, Australia and
New Zealand, moved to stop Japan from its drive toward Australia by initiating a
counterthrust in the Solomon Islands. It also shows how qualities and character of
leadership are crucial to winning wars, detailing how Admiral Ernest J. King managed to
commit the Marine Corps to ground action in the South Pacific six months earlier than
originally planned, by ignoring the Roosevelt’s commitment to defeat Germany prior to
fighting Japan, and by outmaneuvering Gen. Douglas MacArthur for leadership. It also
explains how Marines under Maj. Gen. A.A. Vandegrift, despite inadequate logistical
support, managed to prevail in the Americans’ first ground campaign of World War II,
making Japan’s ultimate defeat inevitable. In addition to recounting these key events, it
traces how censorship and patriotism influenced the reporting of the conflict in America,
how Hollywood films further shaped public opinion by portraying the significant events in
particular ways, and how certain crucial decisions such as the early bombing raid of
Tokyo, and giving Douglas MacArthur command of the war effort in Australia, were
"political" rather than "strategic," and were made to foster morale rather than to gain
any military advantage. This book will be of great interest to all students and scholars
of Military History, and to all readers with a general interest in World War II,
particularly in the conflicts of the Pacific, Pearl Harbor and Guadalcanal.
Traces the rise of Japan as a military power and the emergence of the United States as a
world superpower that found itself drawn into World War II after the attack on Pearl
Harbor.
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Countdown to Pearl Harbor
World War 2 in Review Number 1
Deception, Intrigue, and the Road to War, Vol. I (1 Of 2)
The Pacific Campaign in World War II
Pearl Harbor. The Top-Secret Japanese Messages
From Infamy to Greatness
World War II Journal Volume 2: Pearl Harbor Special Issue. Presents 40 articles by historians and
veterans on many different aspects of the Pearl Harbor attack. 84 photos, maps, and illustrations. See
preview for complete contents listing.
World War II in Review Number 1 includes the following articles covering many aspects of the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor: (1) The Road to Pearl Harbor (2) Bombs Over Pearl Harbor: A
Family Affair (3) Japan's Pearl Harbor Spy: Takeo Yoshikawa (4) Japanese Spy at Pearl Harbor (5)
Japanese Battle Orders for Pearl Harbor Attack (6) United States Note to Japan, 26 November 1941
(7) Out of the Loop: Japan's Envoys Unaware of Pearl Harbor Attack (8) War Warnings: Deliberately
Confused Messages (9) USS Ward's Attack on a Japanese Midget Submarine at Pearl Harbor (10) The
Mystery of Midget D: Crew of Sunken Japanese Submarine Never Found (11) Hawaii Undersea
Research Lab Report on Condition of Three Piece Japanese Midget Submarine (12) The Attack on
Pearl Harbor (13) The Battle of Pearl Harbor: December 7, 1941 - "Day of Infamy" (14) Chronology of
the Pearl Harbor Attack (15) Ships Present at Pearl Harbor, 0800, 7 December 1941 (16) The USS St.
Louis at Pearl Harbor (17) Pearl Harbor Heroes: George Welsh and Ken Taylor (18) Pearl Harbor's
Hero with a Hangover (19) Pearl Harbor: Up Close and Very Personal (20) "0745-Rig for Church" A
Chaplain at Pearl Harbor (21) A Marine's View from Kaneohe NAS (22) A Sailor's View from Battleship
Row (23) A Sailor's View from the U.S.S. Tangier (24) A Sailor's View from the U.S.S. Vestal (25) A
Sailor's View from the U.S.S. Sumner (26) A Sailor's View from Ford Island NAS (27) "We Were There"
Pearl Harbor Survivors (28) Flying Into the Hell of Pearl Harbor (29) Eyewitness Gives Vivid
Description of Nippon Raid on Pearl Harbor (30) Military and Civilian Deaths at Pearl Harbor (31)
USS Arizona Casualties and Survivors (32) Churchill: "Roosevelt Did Know" (33) Pearl Harbor: The
Second Japanese Attack (34) Mitsuo Fuchida (35) USS Arizona Memorial (36) 56th Commemoration of
the Pearl Harbor Attack (37) 57th Commemoration of the Pearl Harbor Attack (38) Advancement of
Rear Admiral Kimmel and Major General Short (39) Did You Know... (40) Pearl Harbor Bibliography.
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121 B&W and 32 color photos/illustrations, 2 maps. A Merriam Press World War II History.
United States Army in World War 2. Center of Military History Pub. 11-1. Chronicles primarily the
tactical events of World War 2, from the attack on Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941, to the surrender of
Japan in Aug. 1945, with emphasis on ground action by United States armed forces.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt called December 7, 1941, "a date which will live in infamy." Early that
morning hundreds of Japanese fighter planes unexpectedly attacked the U.S. naval base at Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii. More than 2,000 Americans were killed and the battleships of the Pacific Fleet lay in
ruins. The brutal attack launched the United States into war, a conflict that engulfed the world.
Staff Ride Handbook for the Attack on Pearl Harbor, 7 December 1941
Day Of Deceit
How Churchill Lured Roosevelt Into World War II
A Study of Defending America
A History from Beginning to End
World War 2 in Review No. 1

This book sheds new light on the Asian factor in the making of World War II in Europe.
Margaret Lamb and Nicholas Tarling examine how the threat that Japan presented to the
status quo in East Asia made it difficult for Britain to face Hitler's Germany and
Mussolini's Italy.
Christmas 1941 came little more than two weeks after the attack on Pearl Harbor. The
shock—in some cases overseas, elation—was worldwide. While Americans attempted to go
about celebrating as usual, the reality of the just-declared war was on everybody’s mind.
United States troops on Wake Island were battling a Japanese landing force and, in the
Philippines, losing the fight to save Luzon. In Japan, the Pearl Harbor strike force
returned to Hiroshima Bay and toasted its sweeping success. Across the Atlantic, much of
Europe was frozen in grim Nazi occupation. Just three days before Christmas, Churchill
surprised Roosevelt with an unprecedented trip to Washington, where they jointly lit the
White House Christmas tree. As the two Allied leaders met to map out a winning wartime
strategy, the most remarkable Christmas of the century played out across the globe. Pearl
Harbor Christmas is a deeply moving and inspiring story about what it was like to live
through a holiday season few would ever forget.
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Inspired by the stories of the real dogs who courageously served during World War II,
this action-packed book takes readers into the action during the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor. When Skipper, the street dog all the Navy guys love, follows Joe home, Joe can’t
believe his luck. But with a new baby brother in the house, he knows his family can’t
afford the extra mouth to feed. So he and his friends hatch a perfect plan: present
Skipper to Joe’s dad, who works on the USS West Virginia, as a mascot dog for the ship.
But when Joe is interrupted by the Japanese surprise attack on the harbor, it may be up
to Skipper to make sure they all make it out alive. Perfect for fans of the bestselling
Max and Hero books!
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to
engage reluctant readers! Early on the morning of December 7, 1941, Japanese aircraft and
ships attacked the US military base at Pearl Harbor in Oahu, Hawaii. Following the
attack, the United States would officially enter World War II, and people around the
country would join together to support the war effort. But for those at Pearl Harbor, the
war began when the attack did. Pilots, navy officers, nurses, and civilians quickly took
action. These brave heroes worked to defend Pearl Harbor. They cared for casualties and
worked to repair the damage. Read more about the courageous people who experienced this
tragic event.
Narratives of War in Postwar Japanese Culture, 1945-1970
Japanese American Incarceration
From Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal
What Did President Roosevelt Know?
Soldier Dogs #2: Attack on Pearl Harbor
Betrayal at Pearl Harbor
Explore the history of Pearl Harbor--the attack that brought America into World War 2 On December 7, 1941, the Japanese military launched
a surprise attack against the Pearl Harbor naval base in Oahu, Hawaii. The next day, President Roosevelt declared war and America entered
into World War 2. Go on a suspenseful journey with this colorfully illustrated story about World War 2 for kids. It takes you through all the
events that led up to the attack on Pearl Harbor, the attack itself, and the impact it had on the future of the war. This book about Pearl Harbor
and World War 2 for kids includes: A visual timeline--Take a look at all the important details of the Pearl Harbor attack with a timeline
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marking the major milestones. Core curriculum--Learn the Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How of Pearl Harbor, and take a quick quiz to
test your knowledge after you finish this book about World War 2 for kids. Lasting change--Explore thought-provoking questions that help you
better understand how the events at Pearl Harbor affected the world you live in today. Learn about "the day that will live in infamy" with this
engaging book about World War 2 for kids.
The New York Times bestselling master of military historical fiction tells the story of Pearl Harbor as only he can in the first novel of a gripping
new series set in World War II's Pacific theater. In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt watches uneasily as the world heads rapidly down a
dangerous path. The Japanese have waged an aggressive campaign against China, and they now begin to expand their ambitions to other parts
of Asia. As their expansion efforts grow bolder, their enemies know that Japan's ultimate goal is total conquest over the region, especially when
the Japanese align themselves with Hitler's Germany and Mussolini's Italy, who wage their own war of conquest across Europe. Meanwhile,
the British stand nearly alone against Hitler, and there is pressure in Washington to transfer America's powerful fleet of warships from Hawaii
to the Atlantic to join the fight against German U-boats that are devastating shipping. But despite deep concerns about weakening the Pacific
fleet, no one believes that the main base at Pearl Harbor is under any real threat. Told through the eyes of widely diverse characters, this story
looks at all sides of the drama and puts the reader squarely in the middle. In Washington, Secretary of State Cordell Hull must balance his own
concerns between President Roosevelt and the Japanese ambassador, Kichisaburo Nomura, who is little more than a puppet of his own
government. In Japan, Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto wins skeptical approval for his outrageous plans in the Pacific, yet he understands more
than anyone that an attack on Pearl Harbor will start a war that Japan cannot win. In Hawaii, Commander Joseph Rochefort's job as an
accomplished intelligence officer is to decode radio signals and detect the location of the Japanese fleet, but when the airwaves suddenly go
silent, no one has any idea why. And from a small Depression-ravaged town, nineteen-year-old Tommy Biggs sees the Navy as his chance to
escape and happily accepts his assignment, every sailor's dream: the battleship USS Arizona. With you-are-there immediacy, Shaara opens up
the mysteries of just how Japan--a small, deeply militarist nation--could launch one of history's most devastating surprise attacks. In this story
of innocence, heroism, sacrifice, and unfathomable blindness, Shaara's gift for storytelling uses these familiar wartime themes to shine a light
on the personal, the painful, the tragic, and the thrilling--and on a crucial part of history we must never forget.
The Naval Battle of Pearl Harbor: a Day of Infamy
The Camps and Coerced Labor During World War II
A World at War, December 1941
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